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[118] Fundamentals of psychology.-WVILLIAMr lMcDOUGALL. P.syche, 1924,
v, 13.

PROFESSOR MtCDOU'GALL scathingly disposes of the behaviouristic theory
that introspectiv%e psychology is Inot requlired. He sIRooests that suich
views attract many young people because they simplify psychological
p)roblems which havc existed for over 2,000 years. Thev do this sinmply
by asking IIs to shtut ouir eyes to them. MIcDoutgall commences his reply to
Dr. WVatson by statinig that he has an initial advantage over him becauise all
persons of commonseinse will necessarilv be on his side. Dr. Watson can
also claim advantages becatuse people opposed to accepted principles will side
with him and also becatuse his viiews w\ill attract those who are born tired as

well as those who are born Bolshevists. The fuindamenital disaoreemients are

based on AVatson's behav-iourism and acceptance of the mechanistic dogma.
The three chief forms of behaviouirism are (1) neo-realisnm, wvhich is an
inversion of subjective idealism ; (2) the original WTatsonian behaviouirism,
which ignores the metaphysical and refuises to deal with introspectively
observable facts, the onily data being facts of observation; (3) ' sane

.

behaviourism or introspectively observable facts combined with the observa-
tion of behaviour. McDougall claimls to be the chief exponent of this saile
behaviouiristic psychology, and he proceeds to show how he developed it as

aIn improvement on the hedonism of John Stutart Mill and Baiin, and on the
vriews of the Spencerian psychologists. Dr. WAatson regards psychology as a

science of consciolusness and endeavouLrs to construct a new science of
behaviour; he differs from J. S. Mfill and Charles AMercier in denying that
consciousniess has scienitific value. McDougall, on the other hand, main-tains
that introspectively observed facts and objectively observable behaviolir are

not data for two distinct sciences, but both are indispensable for the one

science of psychology. Data obtained from introspective thouight cannot be
neglected. The trtuth or falsehood of the introspective report in certain cases

duiring the war decided the infliction of the death penalty. Such quiestions
would not interest the Watsonian behaviourist. In considering the mecha-
mistic dogma, the pragmatic test is the only one of uise. The mechanistic
assuimption has not proved to be a valuable working hypothesis in the sphere
of human nature and conduct, and it has led to extravagant and absurd
views, suich as Watsonian behaviourism. A judge prohibited by his prin-
ciples from inquiiring into the motiv es of crime wouild be useless ; suich
psychology is uinpractical. This mechanistic psychology paralyzes hutman
effort by refuising to recognize the reality of huiman longiing and striving for
an aim. The psychology whose keynote is puirposi\Te striv-ing is duie to the
genius of Fretud, and as a restult psychiatry is making great strides. Dr.
Watsoni and his fellow mechaniists are belated anid befogged in the meta-
physics of a bvyooic ceIntury ; in a few years the pecuiliar dogmas for which
they stan-d will hav-e beenl forgotteni.

ROBERT AI. RIGGALL.
VOL. V.-NO. 19. 5
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[119] Behaviourism-the modern note in psychology.-J. B. WATSON.
Psyche, 1924, v, 3.

TIlE object of this paper is to give a brief resune' of behaviouirism and to show'
why it will work, and why Professor AMeDotugall's introspective psychology
will not work. Early psychology was behaviouiristic, and bchavioutrism is a
return to early conmmonisenise. It is based on reaction of the inidividuial to a
certain object or situiationi, or the prediction of the cauise of a certain rcactioni.
Specutlating oIn the origin of the suiperinatuiral in the general lazilless of man-
kind, it is observed that behaviouir is more easily conitrolled by fear than by
love. The fear of the father accouniits for the power of religioni and super-
stitioin, as well as for moderni psyehology. It also partly accounlts for the
convincingness of McDougall's argimeint for purpose. The dogma of the
concept ' soul ' has dominated psychology from earliest times. Wuiindt
merely substituited the word ' consciouisncss ' for the word ' soul.' This is
jlust as uniprovable as the old concept of ' soul.' The result of this asslumption
that consciouisness can be analyzed by introspection is that therc are as
many analyses as there are individual psychologists. There is no control or
standardization. Behaviouirism limits itself to things that can be observed; its
laws are coincerned oInly with observed things. Behaviour, or, in other words,
what the organism does or says, can be observed. The behaviouirist endeavours
to describc behaviouir in terms of " stimuluis and response." He touches
huimanity at evcry point. He looks for the stimuluis which makes the new-
borni baby behave in a certain way, and finds that the fear response is only
caused by a louid noise or lack of suipport. Later, if the louid noisc becomes
associated with something clse, a fear response will be prodluced, and the
behaviourist calls this the " conditioned emotional response." Under certain
conditions love will also produce this conditioned emotional response. The
methods by which dangerous emotional responses can be removed are being
sttudied in ain infant laboratory in New York. The process of thinkiilg is not
mysterious ; thought is simply the saying of words wvhich must be hidden
from society; thinkiing is acting with muscles hidden from ordinary observa-
tion. To accept behaviourism means the formation of new habits; it is new
vine which cannot be poured into old bottles.

ROBERT M. RIGGALL.

[120] The group-mind in trade unionism.-C. DELISLE BURNS. Jour. Nat.
Inst. Indust. Psychol., 1924, ii, 116.

THE association of minds in groups is of many kinds; but while in all such
associations the minds forming the grouip are reciprocally affected by mutual
contact, each mind nevertheless remains a distinct souirce of volition, thought,
and emotion. A trade union is a body of men and women of the same craft
or occupation, generally wage-earners, who associate for mutual benefit and
protection in the economic sphere. The mental characteristics of trade
unionism are of two kinds, general and specific; that is to say, some are
characteristics to be found in most, if not in all, trade uinions, others are
characteristics which distinguish one trade uinion from another.

The first general characteristic of the mental ouitlook of trade uinionism
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is a tendency to opposition. The noin-trade Iuniioni world is viewed as if it
wvere an ol)l)Dnent. Sometinmes the attituide is onie of vagule sis1)icion aind
sometimes it is open hostility. It is the restult of the lcnoi ycars of oppositicn
to trade uIniioins from the middle of the eighteenth to the iimiddle of the nine-
teeith cenittury. This survives in the mind-group. The tendc-ncy to o0)position
is indeed a mnietal characteristic of all groups whose early and most initeilse
experience has been that of a miniority; and oIIe of the pecuiliarities of social
experienice is that this characteristic of a minority is semetimes preserved by
the same group) even whein it becomes a majority. There are sioins of this

opposition disansearingin the larger IIIliOIIs to-day. A second genleral
charactcristic is the sense of growth in general ; trade iuinioniism tends to
increase with the development of induistry. The sense of being part of a great
and growing movement brings aboutt, in Great Britain, as the most common
emotional resuilt, a quiet confidence and self-assuiranice. Of the specific
characteristics of trade unioins, some are duie to diverse occuipations. The
mental ouitlook of any grouip of persoins similarly occnpied is natlurally the
same. Occuipational likenesses and differences result in minid grolups. The
trade uinion tends to embody in a well-defiined form the meintal attitude of
the craft. The mind group in trade unioinism tends to conservatism. This
conservatism, however, is fouind not oinly in craft unions buit among all
uinions of similar workers, and it varies in inteinsity in lproportion to the
leng)th of the occuipational tradition or the absorbing character of the occulpa-
tioln. Ainother specific characteristic arising from occuipationlal differences is
the simple-miindedness of certain groups. Fronm the same occuipation source
come other differences in the characteristics of mind grotups in different trade
IIIuioIns. Ainother characteristic in the grouip-miind arises from the size and
organizatioin of the units. The group-mind of small groups is uisuially narrow,
conservative, and uinaware of the existence of world industry. Great unions
have a type of grouip-mind which waives small issuies and pierces to fuinda-
mentals. From the large size of some groups, officialism is an inevitable
restult. There is often, therefore, a vaguie suispicion of differeinces of interest
between the rank and file and officials. Henice the grouip-minid of the large
uinion is often very excitable. Unfortunately, social psychologists are more
familiar with the literature concerning savage tribes than with the daily
experience of the majority in an induistrial society. The practical tise of a
knowledge of grouip psychology will be obviouis to any oIne who has to dcal
with trade iiinionists in negotiation or induistrial organisation.

C. S. R.

1211 The various developments undergone by narcissism in men and in
women.-J. IIA'RN-IK. Initerniat. Joitr. of Psyclhoanialysis, 1921,
V, 66.

LIGHT is throwni on the later modifications of narcissism by a study of the
time of puberty.

Puberty, wvhich giives so powverful an impetus to the libido in boys, in
girls is marked bv a fresh wave of repressioni which relates especially to the
sexuality (the masculine one) associated with the clitoris. The first menstrual

5-2
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period signifies a flow of blood caused by castration, and has, therefore, the
same effect as a threat of castration.

In men, at puberty, the genital continues to be the centre of their nar-
cissism, whilst in women there is a secondary narcissism which becomes
attached to the charms and beauty of her body as a wvhole. In man, however,
a partial displacement in the distribution of his narcissism does take place in
the manner that in women is typical and paramount, as well as a displacement
of libido on to interests the aim of which is to increase their bodily strength.
In many women the typically male striv-ing for physical strength is recog-
nizable.

The writer, as the result of his observations, holds that suppression of
clitoris-masturbatioii, together with diminution of the excitability of the
clitoris, is normally required for the full development of the womanly charms
which compensate her for the renunciation of infantile masculinity.

Rado has suggested that the ' narcissistic ' foctal state is characterized
by a special erotogenicity of the surface of the skin. If this be so, then the
narcissism of women in its mature form reproduces the narcissistic distribution
of the prenatal libido. There are also indications of the same process
in men.

C. AV. FORSYTHI.

[122] The castration complex in women. - PAUL BOUSFILID. Psycho-
anialytic Rev., 1924, xi, 121.

THE term 'castration complex ' means not only the fear of losing the phallus
but also the desire to possess one. In the latter form it is present almost
universally among civilized women. The discovery of the lack of the phallus
in the female child gives rise to the feeling of imperfection, of having lost or
been robbed of something. Thus her narcissism is wounded. There is a
conflict betwveen exhibitionism and the castration idea. Modesty develops
as a reaction formation against her loss. Another form reaction takes is in
the development of so-called ' femininity characteristics,' which gain conscious
expression in the desire to be different from men. There is a tendency
towards the desexualizing of the genital organs and the displacement of
sexuality to other parts of the body, e.g., the arms, the shoulders, the face,
etc., and the resultant exhibition of these parts. Again, certain symbols are
utilized to represent the phallus; such are necklaces, fur, and the hair of the
head. In this way some compensation for the supposed deprivation may be
obtained. This is in seeming contradiction to the view expressed by Karl
Abraham, that the castration complex in women gives rise to masculinity.
There are two sources of error in Karl Abraham's paper. First, the terms
'masculine ' and 'feminine ' have been used without due consideration of
their meaniin(r and secondly, he has a tendenicy to make sweepin(r generaliza-
tions from particular cases.

What is meant by 'feminiinity ' ? It would appear that what we look
upon as essentially feminine are, in reality, defence mechanisms agpainst the
castration idea. They are not part of the normal 'feminine,' and would
mwore truithfully be called inlfanitile, because they are a regression to the
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pregenital stage of development. The false idea of the physical inferiority
of womein is based on this complex. Such ideas are used to gain certain
prerogatives which g'ivc the wvoman a spurious sense of superiority, aind
confirm the man with a castration complex in the idea of his own potency.

The article concludes on a somewhat petulant note which we cannot but
leprecate. No useful purpose can be served in scientific investigation by
ascribing the -iewvs expressed by others to their unresolvred complexes.

The authors points are supported by selected passages from the notes of
cases he has analyzed.

D. M.

[123] The infantile genital organization of the libido: A supplement to the
theory of sexuality.-SIGA. FREUD. Internat. Jour. of Psycho-
analysis, 1924, v, 125.

FREUD is no longrer satisfied with the statement that the primacy of the
geiiitals is not effected in the early periods of childhood. The approximation
of childhood-sexualitv to that of an adult is not limited solelv to the establish-
ment of an object-attachment. At the heiorht of the development of child-
hood-sexuality the functioning of the genitals and the interest in them reach
predominant significance. For both sexes in childhood only one kind of
genital organ comes into accounit-the male. The primacy reached is not
therefore the primacy of the genitals, but of the phallus.

This state of things can be described as it concerins the male child ; little
is known of the corresponding processes in the little girl. The boy assumes
that all living beings possess a genital organ like his own. The driving force
which this male portion of his body wNill generate later at pubertv expresses
itself in childhood as sexual curiosity. The absenice of the peinis in the girl is
thought to be the result of castration ; the boy, however, inmagines that onlv
unworthy female persons have thus sacrificed their genital organ, such
persons as have probably been guilty of the same forbidden impulses as he
himself. He is faced with the task of dealing with the thought of a castration
in relation to himself.

At the level of the pregenital sadistic-anal organization nothing is known
of any ' maleness or ' femaleniess '; the dominant antithesis is that between
'active ' and ' passive.' In the next stage ' maleness ' has come to light,
but Ino ' femaleness.' The antithesis runs a male genital organi or a castrated
conditioni. Not until completion of development at the time of puberty does
the polarity of sexuality coincide with male and female.

C. AV. FORSYTH.

[124] Contributions to the masculinity complex in women.-J. II. AV.- VAN
OPHILLJSEN. Internat. Jour. of Psychoanalysis, 1924, v, 39.

THTE writer has found a type of reaction in women in a small series of cases
founded on a belief in the possibility of possessing a male genital organ. In
this type the consciousness of guilt, which is present in the castration-complex
group, is absent, although the feeling of having' been ill-treated is well
developed. The writer proposes to introduce the term' masculiniity complex'
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for this group of cases, and he holds that there is an intimate connection
between the 'masculinity complex,' infantile masturbation of the clitoris,
and urethral erotism.

C. WAr. FORSYTH.

[125] Experiments on the psychogalvanic reflex in children (Untersuch-
ungein uber den galvanischen Hauitreflex im Kindesalter).-A.
PEIPER. Jahrb. f. Kinderheilk., 1924, iii, 107.

THE object of this inv,estigation was to determiinc the age at which the
psychogalvanic reflex is first present, and the effects produced on it by sleep
and by hypnotic suiggestion.

The author was able to obtain the reflex in all children of over twelve
months. At earlier ages it was usually absent ; in a few infants towards the
end of the first year a response was obtained to visuial but not to auditory
stimuli. The experiments with sleeping children, which he describes, show
that the presence of the reflex has little relation to consciousness. The reflex
was always diminished or less easily elicited than it had been in the same
child in the waking state, and in deep sleep was sometimes absent. Sup-
pression of the reflex corresponded fairly closely with the depth of sleep and
with contraction of the puipil, buit showed no close correspondence with the
suppressioin of sensorimotor reflexes. The auithor interprets these observa-
tions as effects of the predominating tontis of the parasympathetic during
sleep.

Experiments oIn children under hypnosis showed that the reflex per-
sisted in spite of all suggestions that the stimultus wouild not be appreciated.

N. HOBHOUSE.

NEUROSES AND PSYCHONEUROSES.
[126] Neuroses.-J. C. McKERRowv. Brit. Jour. Mlled. Psychol., 1924,

iv, 85.

THE essential conception of McKerrow's theory of life is that of a relation of
equiilibrium between the living process and its conditionis, analogous to that
existing in chemistry. A painfuil stimuluis cauises a disturbance of the viable
equilibrium, which tendency is described in the following three ' laws '

1. Action tends to be repeated in similar circumstances.
2. Unviable activity tends not to be repeated.
3. Activity tends to appear at its proper period.
McKerrow's theory of the neuroses is that they are the effects of deviaticn

from the normal standards of viable equilibriuim. Hysteria deviates from
the normal standard in over-emotionality and neuirastheinia in o-ver-fatig-
ability. This is explained, in the case of hysteria, by the organism's relation
to external (emotional) situatioins, and in that of neturasthenia by the indi-
vidual's relation to its inner environment or body. Obsessions depend on
the first of McKerrow's ' laws ' ; they are psychological idiosyncrasies.
Repression depends on the second ' law.' " The natuiral man is interested
in sexual matters; the convenitionial man is interested to ignore what interests
him as a natural man." The first 'law' stands for the Freudian libido and
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